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The Atlas of Living Australia (ALA) and the Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network (AURIN) 
are looking to collaborate with project partners who will design, build and deliver a project that will: 

ü Improve our understanding of the intersection of biodiversity and built environments in 
Australia, and; 

ü Have a citizen science element, and; 
ü Result in new infrastructure (datasets, tools, services, or methodologies) that will be of value to 

the AURIN and ALA research communities and can be freely shared with them. 

We are offering up to $100,000.00 for a project that will be complete within twelve months. 

Eligibility – who should apply 
ALA and AURIN are pleased to support early career researchers.  

Other applicants, such as commercial entities, are not excluded, however preference will be given to 
projects where the Project Lead is an early to mid-career researcher (within 15 years of PhD conferral, 
considering parental leave or other leave) from an Australian University or Publicly-funded Research 
Organisation. Project Leads must have an employment contract valid until at least 30 April 2023. 

Ideally the project team will include collaborators from multiple research organisations, government, 
NGO/NFP and industry. 

Application process 
Applicants must complete the Built Environments Biodiversity Project Proposal Form and submit it by 
the date shown in Program schedule (p4).  

The information provided in the Proposal Form will be evaluated as described at Project funding criteria 
and inform development of subsequent funding agreement for the project AURIN and ALA agree to 
support. 

Project funding criteria  
Project proposals will be assessed by ALA and AURIN initially, to confirm that each of the criteria is 
satisfactorily addressed and that the proposed project appears to be technically feasible.  

AURIN and ALA will convene a panel including at least two independent members, to evaluate the 
proposals against the application criteria. Panel membership will be announced on Built Environments 
Biodiversity Project webpage: https://aurin.org.au/about-aurin/ala-aurin-open-call-2021  

Complete proposals will be forwarded to the Built Environments Biodiversity Project assessment panel, 
with any recommendations for further consideration the team may deem appropriate. 

The panel will evaluate the proposals, on the information provided in each Project Proposal form, 
against the criteria detailed below and developed to meet the objectives of the program. The panel will 
rank the proposals according to the degree to which each meets the criteria. The panel will then make a 
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recommendation to the AURIN and ALA as to which, if any, projects should be funded, based on the 
highest order of ranking. The panel will not provide feedback beyond its recommendation.  

ALA and AURIN will consider the recommendation of the panel and make a final determination as to 
which, if any, projects will be funded. The funding decision will be final and there is no provision for 
applicants to dispute the funding decision.  

AURIN, ALA and/or the members of the assessment panel may contact the Project Lead for additional 
information during the evaluation process. See Program schedule (p4) for the timeframe of evaluations.  

Evaluation criteria 
1. Feasibility: the project proposal must demonstrate that the project approach is technically 

feasible, including with respect to intellectual property, and that your available resources 
(including your budget) and team expertise is sufficient to ensure that the project can be 
completed, and deliverables met, within the proposed budget and timeframe. 

**It is the responsibility of the Project Lead to ensure inputs, such as existing datasets and 
software libraries, are appropriately licensed to enable the results to be openly shared, and you 
will be required to warrant this in our funding agreement. If you are using any inputs that are 
not creative commons or open-source, you should: a) engage your research office or legal 
advisor to ensure you have a legal right to disseminate those within our research communities, 
and b) demonstrate this right in your proposal. Proposals depending on commercial or restricted 
data that do not demonstrate this right to disseminate outputs may be rejected. 

2. Impact: This criterion relates directly to improving understanding of how citizen science might 
be used to examine the intersection of biodiversity with built environments in Australia. It is a 
measure of the extent to which the project will have impact beyond its scope and completion. 
For example: 
 
• Impact beyond research, such as economic, societal wellbeing, or policy impact (you should 

consider who will benefit (e.g. Which communities/organisations)) 
• The adoption of novel, innovative approaches to reveal new insights and outputs (e.g., new 

indicators, datasets, models). 
• Impact on future research and the extent to which the project will enable future research by 

the AURIN and ALA research communities to investigate significant challenges, such as 
National or State/Territory research priorities.  

Projects will be required to generate at least one novel, high impact case study and related 
media and communications content. 

3. Relevance/applicability to the ALA and AURIN research communities: This criterion is both a 
measure of the extent to which a proposal is aligned with AURIN and ALA strategy and, who in 
our research communities will use the proposed outputs. 
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Your proposal needs to address a challenge across biodiversity and the built environment and 
incorporate a citizen science element.  

You should be able to clearly articulate who the future users of your project’s outputs will be.  

You should consider how your proposal is aligned with our Strategic Plans:  

• AURIN Strategic Plan: https://aurin.org.au/about-aurin/strategy/.  
• ALA Strategic Plan: https://www.ala.org.au/publications/ala-strategy-2020-2025/  

 
4. Outputs: This criterion relates directly to the objective of delivering new infrastructure 

(datasets, tools, services, or methodologies) that will be of value to the AURIN and ALA research 
communities and can be freely shared with them. Tell us precisely what you are going to build 
and deliver. 

**New datasets will be required to be creative commons (CC) licensed. 

**New tools will be required to be available via an open-source license.  

**It is the responsibility of the Project Lead to ensure inputs, such as existing datasets and 
software libraries, are appropriately licensed to enable the results to be openly shared, and you 
will be required to warrant this in our funding agreement. If you are using any inputs that are 
not creative commons or open-source, you should: a) engage your research office or legal 
advisor to ensure you have a legal right to disseminate those within our research communities, 
and b) demonstrate this right in your proposal. Proposals depending on commercial or restricted 
data that do not demonstrate this right to disseminate outputs may be rejected. 

5. Collaboration: means the extent to which the project or its outcomes will enhance collaboration 
between the project participants and/or other organisations in research, government or 
industry, and the broader community both within Australia and internationally. 
 

6. Scalability and Extensibility: means the ability of the project to be applied to larger datasets, 
greater spatio-temporal extents or to other regions across Australia or nationally; and the 
potential for the project to lead to a larger project proposal to be funded by the ARC, NHMRC, 
CRC, State or Commonwealth Governments or other funding programs. 

Projects must comply with the 2021 NCRIS Funding Guidelines:  

https://www.dese.gov.au/national-research-infrastructure/resources/national-collaborative-research-
infrastructure-strategy-2021-guidelines  

Program schedule 
Proposed schedule subject to change 

From To Item 
03 Nov 2021  Call for proposals open 
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13 Dec 2021  Call for proposals closes, 5.00 PM AEDT 
14 Dec 2021 17 Dec 2021 Feasibility assessments 
20 Dec 2021 14 Jan 2022 Full criteria assessments 
17 Jan 2022 21 Jan 2022 Funding decision determination 
26 Jan 2022  Announcement of project to be funded 
03 Apr 2022  Project contract finalised 
04 Apr 2022  Project implementation begins 



Application Proposal Form  
(Preview – please submit using  

the online form) 
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Unless otherwise indicated, all fields are mandatory. 

Project Summary 
Project Title  
Provide a short (10-word) title for your project 
 
 
Summary description 
Provide a brief (300-word) description of your project 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Project Lead 
Title First name Surname 
 
 

  

Organisation 
 
 
Role within organisation 
 
 
Career stage 
E.g., academic 5-yrs post award of PhD, research officer for 6-yrs, data analyst 10-yrs 
 
 
Email 
 
 
Phone business hours Phone mobile 
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Feasibility 
This proposal must demonstrate that the project approach is technically feasible, including with respect 
to intellectual property, and that your available resources (including your budget) and team expertise is 
sufficient to ensure that the project can be completed, and deliverables met, within the proposed 
budget and timeframe 

The projects key deliverables are the Outputs described on page 16 and any documentation that will be 
created including case studies, journal publications, user guides or training materials, and excluding 
project reports requested by ALA/AURIN (those are milestones).  

For each key deliverable, please describe the work package (list of tasks) that will be undertaken in 
order to create that deliverable, including: 

• The specific tasks that will be undertaken, in sufficient detail to demonstrate that the 
deliverable can be achieved and, for each task: 

o The estimated timeframe, e.g. months 1 to 4 
o The estimated delivery date e.g. end of Q1 
o Dependences on other work packages, project components or external factors 
o Responsible persons 
o Estimated effort involved, E.g. total hours 
o The measure/s of success 

At least one of your tasks should include a citizen science element (e.g. input from or activity of the 
general public) and should describe how you will recruit and engage participants and address ethical 
issues/approval.  

This section should resemble a simple project plan.  

Key deliverable (10 words) Work package to create that deliverable (300 words) 
E.g. tool, script, data 
collection, case study 

Tasks, timeframe, human resources, etc. 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

Briefly (300 words) describe any constraints, assumptions, or dependencies that apply to the proposed 
project.  
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Briefly (300 words) outline the top three (most significant) risks that apply to the proposed project.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Inputs (IP) 
For each dataset/collection that will be used in this project - please provide as much information as 
possible. 

**It is the responsibility of the Project Lead to ensure inputs, such as existing datasets and software 
libraries, are appropriately licensed to enable the results to be openly shared, and you will be required 
to warrant this in our funding agreement. If you are using any inputs that are not creative commons or 
open-source, you should: a) engage your research office or legal advisor to ensure you have a legal right 
to disseminate those within our research communities, and b) demonstrate this right in your proposal. 
Proposals depending on commercial or restricted data that do not demonstrate this right to disseminate 
outputs may be rejected. 

Title  
Unique ID  E.g. DOI/URL 
Custodian Who owns this data? 
Origin If not the project partners, who collected this data? 
Is this data open Yes/No 
License 
type/description 

E.g. Creative Commons 

Access arrangements Describe who can access this data and how? 
Describe who cannot access this data? 

Currency Describe the currency of the data, considering: 
When was this data created? 
How often is it updated? 
Is this the latest version? 
When will it next be updated? 
Will you supply future updates to AURIN? 
If not, what arrangements will be made for future updates? 

Format E.g. vector, real-time 
Aggregation/resolution E.g. MB, SA2, S/T, SA1-SA4 
Geographic extent E.g. National, Northern Beaches NSW, Queensland 
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Metadata Very briefly (30 words) describe the metadata availability 
 

For each tool, script, software application, methodological process document, or other piece of IP that 
this project will depend on - please provide as much information as possible. 

Description of IP E.g. tool, software or library 
Version no. / date  
URL  
Unique ID  
Custodian Who owns this IP? 
Origin Who created this IP? 
License type/ description E.g. Opensource 
Use and copy arrangements Other than AURIN/ALA, who can use/copy/edit this IP and how? 
User guides / documentation URL/pdf 
Source code format E.g. Python, R 

 

Budget 
List all real (cash) expenses that will be incurred by the proposed project, including those that will not be 
covered by the AURIN/ALA funding. 

This is any amount that will be paid out in relation to, and during the lifetime of, the proposed project. 
Amounts you have spent developing existing IP that will be contributed to the proposed project, are in-
kind contributions and will be captured in the in-kind investment section.  

This section should only include items that you expect to include in acquitted financial statements for 
the project.  

Projects must comply with the 2021 NCRIS Funding Guidelines:  

https://www.dese.gov.au/national-research-infrastructure/resources/national-collaborative-research-
infrastructure-strategy-2021-guidelines  

Section 5.3 of those guidelines explicitly states [among other things] that funds must not be used for 
“administrative activities that are not directly applicable to, and additionally incurred for, the operation 
of the project, unless the primary role of your entity is the management of a National Collaborative 
Research Infrastructure Strategy project”.  

Personnel costs 

Role; Name and affiliation if known 
E.g. Data analyst; John Citizen, ABC University 

Hours over project lifetime 
E.g. 0.6 FTE / 6 weeks 

Total cost 
E.g. $3,300.00 
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Total personnel expenses 
 

 

Other costs 

Item 
E.g. software licenses 

Total cost 
E.g. $120.00 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Total other expenses  
 

 
Total cash expenses (personnel plus other) 
 

 

Total amount requested from AURIN/ALA (up to $100,000.00)  
 

 

List real (cash) co-investments 

If the total of your expenses exceeds the amount you are requesting from ALA/AURIN, include the 
amounts that will be paid by other organisations here.  

Investor/source 
E.g. ABC University 

Amount 
E.g. $50,000.00 
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Total cash co-investment  

 
 

Describe and estimate the value of significant in-kind contributions (i.e. value greater than $5,000). This 
section might include items such as the value of personnel time that is not be paid for in a cash 
transaction, such as project advisors, the value of existing IP that will be contributed to the proposed 
project, etc.  

In consideration of the impacts of COVID-19, there is no requirement to secure matched funding to 
participate in the Built Environments Biodiversity Project program. However, doing so has the potential 
to increase the competitiveness of your proposal. 

Contributor 
E.g. ABC University 

Item 
E.g. personnel contribution 

Value 
E.g. $16,500.00 

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
Total in-kind contributions 
 

 

 

Impact 
This criterion relates directly to improving understanding of how citizen science might be used to 
examine the intersection of biodiversity with built environments in Australia. It is a measure of the 
extent to which the project will have impact beyond its scope and completion. For example: 
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Briefly describe (300 words) the extent to which the project will have impact beyond its scope and 
completion. Consider the following: 

• Impact beyond research, such as economic, societal wellbeing, or policy impact (you should 
consider who will benefit (e.g. Which populations/organisations)) 

• The adoption of novel, innovative approaches to reveal new insights and outputs (e.g., new 
indicators, datasets, models). 

• Impact on future research and the extent to which the project will enable future research by the 
AURIN and ALA research communities to investigate significant challenges, such as National or 
State/Territory research priorities.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

List (100 words) the primary National or State research priorities that the project is strongly aligned 
with. 

 
 
 
 

 

Projects will be required to generate at least one novel, high impact case study and related media and 
communications content. 

Briefly (300 words) describe the case studies, publications, media, presentations and communication 
approaches that will be employed to disseminate the project findings and outcomes.  
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Relevance/applicability to the ALA and AURIN research 
communities 
This criterion is both a measure of the extent to which a proposal is aligned with AURIN and ALA strategy 
and, who in our research communities will use the proposed outputs. 

Your proposal needs to address a challenge across biodiversity and the built environment and include 
a citizen science element.  

You should be able to clearly articulate who the future users of your project’s outputs will be.  

You should consider how your proposal is aligned with our Strategic Plans:  

• AURIN Strategic Plan: https://aurin.org.au/about-aurin/strategy/.  
• ALA Strategic Plan: https://www.ala.org.au/publications/ala-strategy-2020-2025/  

Briefly (300 words) describe the key ways in which the proposed project is aligned with ALA and AURIN's 
strategic priorities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Thinking about those who will use the outputs of your project in the future, select the top three Fields of 
Research you expect they will come from. 

30 AGRICULTURAL, VETERINARY AND FOOD SCIENCES 
31 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
32 BIOMEDICAL AND CLINICAL SCIENCES 
33 BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND DESIGN 
34 CHEMICAL SCIENCES 
35 COMMERCE, MANAGEMENT, TOURISM AND SERVICES 
36 CREATIVE ARTS AND WRITING 
37 EARTH SCIENCES 
38 ECONOMICS 
39 EDUCATION 
40 ENGINEERING 
41 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
42 HEALTH SCIENCES 
43 HISTORY, HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY 
44 HUMAN SOCIETY 
45 INDIGENOUS STUDIES 
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46 INFORMATION AND COMPUTING SCIENCES 
47 LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATION AND CULTURE 
48 LAW AND LEGAL STUDIES 
49 MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
50 PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
51 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
52 PSYCHOLOGY 
None, please explain, e.g. these outputs are for industrial use only 

 

If industry or commercial entities will use the outputs of your project in the future, select the top three 
industries you expect they will come from. 

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 
MINING 
MANUFACTURING 
ELECTRICITY, GAS, WATER AND WASTE SERVICES 
CONSTRUCTION 
WHOLESALE TRADE 
RETAIL TRADE 
ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES 
TRANSPORT, POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING 
INFORMATION MEDIA AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES 
RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES 
PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE 
ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES 
OTHER SERVICES 
 

Briefly (100 words) describe who you think the future users of your project’s outputs will be.  
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Outputs  
Briefly (300 words) describe the new datasets, derived datasets and/or new 
tools/services/methodologies that will be generated and shared with and re-used by the ALA and AURIN 
research communities.  

This criterion relates directly to the objective of delivering new infrastructure (datasets, tools, services, 
or methodologies) that will be of value to the AURIN and ALA research communities and can be freely 
shared with them. Tell us precisely what you are going to build and deliver. 

** Your approach should adhere to the FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and 
stewardship and CARE Principles for Indigenous Data Governance (as relevant). New datasets will be 
required to be creative commons (CC) licensed. 

**New tools will be required to be available via an open-source license.  

**It is the responsibility of the Project Lead to ensure inputs, such as existing datasets and software 
libraries, are appropriately licensed to enable the results to be openly shared, and you will be required 
to warrant this in our funding agreement. If you are using any inputs that are not creative commons or 
open-source, you should: a) engage your research office or legal advisor to ensure you have a legal right 
to disseminate those within our research communities, and b) demonstrate this right in your proposal. 
Proposals depending on commercial or restricted data that do not demonstrate this right to disseminate 
outputs may be rejected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Are the outputs Yes No  N/A 
Unique    
Nationally important    
Of National scale    
Of Statewide scale    
Strongly linked to other 
ALA/AURIN projects 

   

Strongly linked to an 
ARC or NHMRA funded 
project 

   

 

For each dataset/collection that will be created as a result of this project - please provide as much 
information as possible. 
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Title  
Unique ID  E.g. DOI/URL 
Origin If not the project partners, who collected this data? 
Is this data open Yes/No 
License 
type/description 

E.g. Creative Commons 

Access arrangements Describe who can access this data and how? 
Describe who cannot access this data? 

Currency Describe the currency of the data, considering: 
When was this data created? 
How often is it updated? 
Is this the latest version? 
When will it next be updated? 
Will you supply future updates to AURIN? 
If not, what arrangements will be made for future updates? 

Format E.g. vector, real-time 
Aggregation/resolution E.g. MB, SA2, S/T, SA1-SA4 
Geographic extent E.g. National, Northern Beaches NSW, Queensland 
Metadata Very briefly (30 words) describe the metadata availability 

 

For each tool, script, software application, methodological process document, or other piece of IP that 
will be created as a result of this project - please provide as much information as possible. 

Description of IP E.g. tool, software or library 
URL  
Unique ID  
License type/ description E.g. Opensource 
Use and copy arrangements Other than AURIN, who can use/copy/edit this IP and how? 
Source code format E.g. Python, R 
Operating system  

 

Collaboration 
List Project partners/participants. 

Title & name Organisation Role (w/Org) 
Expertise 
Project role 

Email Phone 
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Very briefly (100 words) add any comment you would like to, regarding the project’s ability to enhance 
collaboration between the project participants and/or other organisations in research, government or 
industry, and the broader community both within Australia and internationally. 

 
 
 
 

 

Scalability, extensibility and sustainability (criteria 6) 
Briefly (300 words) describe the ability of the project to be applied to larger datasets, greater spatio-
temporal extents or to other regions across Australia or nationally; the potential for the project to lead 
to a larger project proposal to be funded by the ARC, NHMRC, ARDC, CRC, State or Commonwealth 
Governments or other funding programs; and how the outcomes will be supported and maintained 
beyond the project’s lifetime. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

To apply, please complete this form online via the Built Environments 
Biodiversity Project page:  

https://aurin.org.au/about-aurin/ala-aurin-open-call-2021 


